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Biba Flyers’ Services

Flight Instruction

With over 30 years of aviation experience, Gary Biba is a highly sought flight instructor who has

trained beginning, advanced and professional pilots. (His impressive résumé is fully discussed in

the “About Gary” and “Fees” sections.) Whatever your aviation goals may be, Gary can create a

custom flight-training program tailored to your exact criteria.

Gary’s main objective is to provide training that emphasizes safety while molding students into

trustworthy pilots who embody competence and proficiency. However, in 30 years he hasn’t for-

gotten the sheer pleasure that is flying. He wants his students to savor the training process and

discover the same passion for aviation that he himself continues to relish.

Located in Austin, Texas, Gary can train at any of the local airports or travel to locations across

the United States. Many times, ground-school lessons can be taught at your office or home to bet-

ter fit within your weekly schedule. Gary also avoids overbooking, which allows him the flexibility

to better accommodate his busiest clients.

Please note Biba Flyers does not own rental or training aircraft. Gary specializes in providing serv-

ice to existing (or soon-to-be) aircraft owners. If you need to rent an aircraft in which to train,

Gary will happily suggest local schools, with rental fleets, that can handle your training needs.

Pilot or Copilot Services

Hire Gary to fly your aircraft. Perhaps you’d like your friends or family flown in for the weekend

and are short on time. Maybe weather forced you to leave your plane at a distant location and you

want someone you can trust to get it home safely. Perhaps you’d just like the benefit of having a

second pilot next to you on a challenging trip. Whatever the situation, Gary can help.

Aircraft Purchase and Sales Assistance

Aircraft transactions can be complicated and time consuming. Let Gary help analyze your require-

ments and make specific recommendations. There are numerous horror stories of aircraft buyers

and sellers who didn’t seek professional advice. Gary has been involved in the purchase and sale

of many aircraft over the years and can help you avoid expensive mistakes. He can search for

available aircraft, weed out the lemons and then develop a short list of worthy prospects.
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Aircraft Management

Use Gary’s knowledge of aviation to take the headaches and hassle out of aircraft ownership.

Aircraft management is complex and requires a significant amount of time. Among the many con-

siderations are maintenance and inspections, regulatory compliance, record keeping, insurance,

scheduling and accounting. Whether your aircraft is owned solely by you, your company or in a

partnership; Gary can provide the personal attention necessary to care for your aircraft.

Aviation Consulting

Need help with any aviation-related issues? Put Gary’s experience and myriad of resources to

work for you.
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